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Launch of “Tranquillo” – CPU Cooler
4 Heatpipes CPU Cooler compatible to AMD and Intel’s 775, 1366 and latest 1156 socket
HONG KONG, 03 November, 2009
Thermal Solutions specialist GELID Solutions unveils its multi-compatible CPU Cooler “Tranquillo” of
its SILENT product line.
The mainstream tower CPU Cooler “Tranquillo” uses 4 power heat pipes and a special heat pipe
constellation to achieve best heat transfer from CPU core to the aluminium fins in its class. After
precise software simulation and calculation during the development stage a unique heat sink shape
was created to lower air flow resistance as much as possible.
A silent 120mm fan with the intelligent GELID PWM (Pulse Width Module) control has been chosen to
make this heat sink more valuable. The fan blades were optimised to guarantee high airflow while
running silently. The intelligent GELID PWM curve keeps the fan silent when no necessary cooling is
needed and accelerates the fan speed whenever additional cooling is needed. The multi-award
winning high performance GC-2 thermal compound is already included in the package. Additionally
mounting clips for AMD 754/ 939/ 940/ AM2/ AM2+ and for Intel 775, 1366 and latest 1156 sockets as
same as back plates for Intel LGA 775, Core i5 and Core i7 boards are all included. The cooler is
RoHS and WEEE conform and carries a 5 year warranty.
“The Tranquillo can cool any CPU from either AMD or Intel’s latest Core i7 and Core i5 while
maintaining low noise levels and at a great price. It’s a great product for power users looking to
upgrade their existing cooler for overclocking but also for the silent enthusiast interested in keeping
noise to a minimum without having to install expensive liquid based cooling solutions,“ said Gebhard
Scherrer co-founder and Sales Director of GELID Solutions Ltd.
The “Tranquillo” CPU cooler is available now and has a MSRP of USD 38 or Euro 28.

If you are interested in a review sample please send your request by using our online form
www.gelidsolutions.com/contact-us/.
For further product information please visit www.gelidsolutions.com
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About GELID Solutions Ltd
GELID Solutions Ltd. is a Hong Kong based company with Swiss Management. GELID designs and manufactures
thermal solutions, CPU coolers, fans, and other computer hardware for gamers and silent enthusiasts.
www.gelidsolutions.com

